FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Special Report reveals how the people who run law firms think
The People Who Run Law Firms: Lessons Learned from Law Firm Leaders, edited by Bill Knight
OBE, shares insider secrets from managing and senior partners of international law firms
Bill Knight OBE worked for Simmons & Simmons for 35 years
– from articled clerk to senior partner. He is the author of
The Acquisition of Private Companies and Business Assets,
which ran to seven editions. Since leaving the firm in 2001,
Bill has been president of the City of London Law Society,
deputy chairman of Lloyd’s of London, chair of the Financial
Reporting Review Panel and a gambling commissioner. He is
now a professional photographer.
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“If you want to understand how to run a people business, the best starting point is the people
who already perform that role. Bill Knight has produced an insightful and engaging snapshot of
people who manage people. This book is a wise investment both for leaders and the people
they lead.”
- Guy Beringer CBE, Chair of the Legal Education Foundation and former Senior Partner, Allen &
Overy
We do not hear enough about running law firms from those who do the job. Here they talk frankly,
free from jargon and management-speak, about their careers and what their role is really like. The
interviews will cover everything from their first jobs to becoming a partner and reveal their key
pieces of advice for all current and aspiring senior partners.
Most lawyers have to manage others at some point in their careers and anyone with management
responsibilities in a law firm of any size will gain something from the hard-won experience of these
leaders.
The report features interviews with, among others, Edward Braham (Freshfields, Bruckhaus
Deringer), Kathleen Russ (Travers Smith), James Palmer (Herbert Smith Freehills), Rafael Fontana
(Cuatrecasas), and Olayemi Anyanechi (Sefton Fross), providing readers with a variety of
perspectives on running a law firm.
By lawyers, for lawyers, this report from senior members of the profession tells personal stories
about their pathways to the law and gives their views on clients, management, the role of lawyers
in society and the issues of the day. It will provide lasting and critical insights into the profession at
this time of change and disruption.
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About Globe Law and Business
Globe Law and Business was established in 2005, and from the very beginning, we set out to
create law books which are sufficiently high level to be of real use to the experienced professional,
yet still accessible and easy to navigate. Most of our authors are drawn from Magic Circle and
other top commercial firms, both in the UK and internationally.
Our titles are carefully produced, with the utmost attention paid to editorial, design and
production processes. We hope this results in high-quality books which are easy to read, and a
pleasure to own.
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